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Abstract

Birds were an important, but little understood, part of the Aleut economy. Birds provided a tiny proportion of the food compared to sea mammals and fish, but their skins, feathers, and bones provided raw materials for clothing, tools, and religious purposes. This paper uses ethnographic, linguistic, and archaeological evidence to identify the specialized techniques and describe the tools used for hunting birds. McCartney’s procurement system concept is used to organize the data and place bird hunting into a broader context. Men, women, and children hunted birds on land and sea, in fair weather and foul. Understanding the techniques and weapons used for bird hunting are only the first step to a more complete appreciation of the role of birds in Aleut culture.
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Birds can be hard to find because they’re small enough to hide under a lot of household items, but they can also fly out of your line of vision. Finding them could require that you do some extensive searching. Start by verifying that they are not in any place dangerous. Nighttime can be a good time to catch a bird. They often are tired. Furthermore, if you shine a high powered flashlight in their face, they might be blinded long enough for another person to grab them. Rate Catch birds birdman to receive better game recommendations. **2.45455/5 rating

Our predicted rating for you
Your rating. I'll rate it later. Thanks for your rating! Don't ask me to rate games in the future.

Earn points when you share Catch birds birdman. You'll get 15 points for each user that signs up through the share tools below, and a bonus every time they level up. Post a game link on your favorite website. Catch birds birdman has sent a replacement avatar. Would you like to use this image as your Kongregate avatar? Change Avatar No Thanks.